Mutations in the HRB linker of human parainfluenza virus type 3 fusion protein reveal its importance for fusion activity.
Human parainfluenza virus type 3 (HPIV3) fuses the viral envelope with the host cell membrane through the concerted action of the fusion (F) protein and the hemagglutinin-neuraminidase (HN). Upon HN binding to sialic acid (SA), the F protein in a metastable prefusion form is activated to undergo a series of structural rearrangements into a stable postfusion form to actuate the fusion between membranes. Various domains of F protein of some other paramyxoviruses, including HPIV3, have been reported to be differently functional. However, it is not yet clear what roles HRB linker plays. To clarify the roles that HRB linker might play in the F-mediated membrane fusion process, here we examined the effects of mutations introduced into the HRB linker of HPIV3 F protein. Six Single amino acid mutants, three chimeric mutants, and one deletion mutant were obtained and analyzed for membrane fusion activity and cell surface expression. The results showed that the membrane fusion activity of mutants changed to varying degrees in comparison with wild-type (wt) F, and some mutants even forfeited fusogenicity absolutely. It is indicated that the HRB linker domain plays an important role in the F-mediated membrane fusion process.